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My second year of serving as the NEA Executive got off to an
inspiring start with the 2019-2020 organizational meeting,
September 21st & 22nd. The meeting was held in Savannah, Georgia,
at the site of the 2020 NASCOE National Convention. The NASCOE
leadership team has assembled an energetic and dedicated group of
committee chairs full of enthusiasm, focused on their goal of serving
the interests of membership, doing right by our farmers, and
improving the work environment of FSA. National chairs established
priorities for the coming year, set strategies for accomplishing those
goals, and with their passion instilled confidence that the coming
year will be positive and hugely beneficial to membership.
During this meeting I established goals for the NEA which I feel are
realistic and necessary for the future health of NASCOE.
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1. Increase the membership of the NEA to 75%. The NEA has
historically had the lowest percentage of membership in the
country. While 75% will represent a significant increase, we’ll
still be well below the national average of around 82%. While
the average membership has remained relatively steady over
the years, overall numbers of members has decreased greatly
with massive staff reductions. Fewer members means less
dues collection, which causes painful budgetary constraints.
Membership is accustomed to a certain level of service and
activity from leadership, but fewer dollars makes meeting
those expectations more challenging year to year. Our NEA
membership chair Tina Williams has the ambition to take on
that goal.
2. Prior to serving as NEA Executive, I spent 3 years as the NEA
Legislative chair. With that experience I recognize the
importance of NASCOE’s Political Action Committee, PAC. Our
PAC provides a critical tool for NASCOE to gain access to
congressional figures to promote agriculture and issues
important to membership. I’d like to see the NEA achieve
25% of membership contributing to PAC. The challenge for
our legislative chair Annette Hyman will be to engage each
state’s leadership team in spreading the PAC’s message and
convincing their membership to sign-up. Part of that effort
could well be for state leadership to come on board.
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3. Improve communication. I, along with all our area chairs,
commit to timely and informative communications. Publicity
chair Carole Hill has done a great job getting out NEA bulletins
and creating an NEA Facebook page. Communication must
trickle down, with state leadership and chairs taking an active
role in disseminating information.
4. The NEA is made up of dedicated, professional, hard-working
individuals. NASCOE’s Distinguished Service Awards is a way to
recognize deserving co-workers with a small token of
appreciation. The goal is to drastically increase nominations.
Each state has employees worthy of recognition, please take the
time to fill out the convenient form located on the NASCOE
website. Contact chair Sheryl Michener for details.
5. Increase awareness of program submissions. Everyone at some
point has an idea of how to do things better, share it! This
committee is one of the most active and important for NASCOE,
and Kate Hemstreet will gladly help you thru the submission
process.
Meeting these goals will take the efforts of all of membership, not
just your elected officials. We all need to take responsibility for
ourselves, our interests, and our well-being. I know we have the
ability we just need to take the initiative. To assist you, the NEA has
a great group of area chairs assembled. Many have years of
experience at their position, while Benefits and Emblems chair James
Newland (MA) and County Office Advocacy Committee chair Laurie
Thiboutot (ME) bring new energy to the group. Please reach out to
them with any concerns you may have, they’re here for you.
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank Dan Shockey for his many
years of service as the NEA NAFEC chair. Dan began the year as our
chair for the newly incarnated County Office Advocacy Committee. As
many of you know, Dan's father is seriously ill, and Dan's energy has
to be focused on family; he reluctantly resigned his position. We wish
Dan all the best through this difficult time, and hope for his father's
recovery. Later in the bulletin we'll introduce our new COAC chair,
Laurie Thiboutot of Maine.

Important Dates
January 10, 2020 – NASCOE Dues Transmittal 2nd Quarter Deadline
January 15, 2020 – Distinguished Service Award Nominations Deadline
January 15, 2020 – NASCOE Scholarship Application Deadline
April 1, 2020 – Entry Deadline: NASCOE Convention Cash Club

Legislative
Annette Hyman, Chair/NEA Alt Exec
NASCOE Leadership Development Program
Dallas, TX October 24 – 26, 2019
This was the first year for a NASCOE Leadership Development Program. This program was developed by the former
NASCOE Legislative Co-Chairpersons Donny Green and Neil Burnett along with former NASCOE Membership Chairperson
Linsey Brooks and NASCOE Member Ashlee Dalton. Traditionally, NASCOE has held legislative conferences, but now that
current NASCOE Legislative Consultant Hunter Moorhead makes daily visits to Congress and Senate members, the
NASCOE Executive Committee felt that membership’s dues are better utilized by developing NASCOE membership.
NASCOE paid 75% of the cost to send one Aspiring Leader or 50% of the costs each to send two Aspiring Leaders.
NASCOE asked every state to send at least one Mentor. The cost to send each Mentor was to be paid 100% by the State
Association. Travel in was required by all on Thursday, October 24 th with a mandatory reception at 5:00 PM and group
dinner at 6:00 PM. Friday, October 25th was general session from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Mandatory group dinner was at
6:30 PM. All were to travel out after 8:00 PM Friday or on Saturday October 26 th.
Consensus was that this was a very productive and inspiring development program. The NASCOE Executive Committee
will analyze the expense to determine if they will have this on a yearly or every other year basis as the NASCOE budget
allows.
PURPOSE:
To Identify – To Engage – To Invest
Show the pathway to leadership and how you can work your way up
RESULTS:
Develops a new generation in NASCOE by using a pathway to get in and develop skills resulting in:
A. Increased membership
B. Train the trainer
C. Stronger state associations and more financially secure associations
D. New leaders emerge
Suggested resources:
 “Energy Bust” by John Gordon
 Simon Sinek – motivational speaker and organizational consultant. He has several books and videos on
YouTube.
A. FSA COC presented by Kevin Dale, OK CED and Wes Daniels, SC DD
History of the COC:
Used to be called the County Control Association.
President Roosevelt established the Agriculture Adjustment Administration. A local review board just like
private industry such as bank, coop, and school boards. ONLY system in Government were the people have
grassroot input.
When local COC’s hire CED’s for their county, it makes for a better system. A local decision makes for a better
more responsive government. COC most responsive system in all Government. *We must never forget what side
of the counter we are on! *
Remember: the more COC meetings you have and the more COC minutes you have, equates to less problems.

B. History of NASCOE presented by Brenda Boomer, Retired CED and DD from TX and Jackson Jones, MO CED
Legislative and PAC presented by Donny Green, TN CED and Clint Bain, TN CED
Ask yourself “What is NASCOE doing for me?” and “What are you doing for NASCOE?”
Have you gone to a state meeting or area rally lately? We are all busy, but if you don’t take time out of your life,
you will have time when you are out of a job.
Nobody has ever advocated for you like NASCOE. Example: A SED said he wouldn’t add employees even if his
state received more salary money from Congress. NASCOE is working on this issue for this state.
PAC – It’s an insurance policy. As a NASCOE member you have a legislative consultant working for you every
single day on the Hill.
Almost 50 new contributors and increases were received during this conference. More than we have ever
obtained at a national conference. Check out the new PAC promotion items. A new computer backpack is
available for a $5/pay period contribution or increase. A padfolio is available for a $3/pay period contribution or
increase. If you are already contributing over $10/pay period, you can choose either with a $3/pay period
increase. The old analogy still pertains. For about the cost of a purchase of coffee a pay period you can support
the NASCOE PAC and help reach members on the Hill.
C. Outreach and Staffing presented by Brandon Wilson, KS CED and Marla Hammer, KS CED
Best leadership comes at the local level. We must promote the services FSA provides. On the average it cost 3
cents on the $1 for FSA to administer programs. So far more than 1 million hours have been spent on MFP.
Who do we engage? We leverage (get help from) other ag groups such as Farm Bureau and other stakeholder
associations such as livestock associations and crop associations. One of the main reasons is that these
associations spend millions on lobbyists.
How do you perform this outreach? A solid suggestion that has been practiced is:
1st Visit – Explain the COC, staffing and workload in counties and services provided by FSA.
2nd Visit – Explain and present specific programs and issues.
Do your research first and be accurate. NASCOE can help with talking points. Make sure you know NASCOE’s
position and be consistent. Never make a visit with your own personal agenda.
D. NASCOE Roles Presented by Rick Csutoras, PA CED and Jenae Prescott, ID PT
E. Why Should I be a Member? Presented by Mark VanHoose, OH STO Program Chief and Wes Daniels, SC
DD
1. NASCOE is the only employee association that has a formal negotiation process. This is set forth by a formal
labor management agreement that is signed annually at the NASCOE Convention.
2. NASCOE pays for a legislative consultant, Hunter Moorhead of Crossroads Strategies, LLC, to work on your
behalf. This is a big investment for NASCOE as we pay over six figures to Hunter.
3. NASCOE provides you with one hour of free consultation with the NASCOE attorney in WDC for labor
relation problems.
Once again this is CHEAP insurance per pay period.
Important suggestions:
 NASCOE needs new membership involvement; be a co-chair and ease yourself into a chair position.
 Communicate with your Area Executive monthly.







When your state association is meeting with your STC and SED, send your questions to the SED prior to
your meeting. Your SED will appreciate this and will enable a better relationship.
Have your association’s Constitution and By-Laws with you at your meetings so that your members know
what is expected of them regarding duties.
Remember that Program Technicians are 80% of NASCOE membership, CED’s are 20%.
Attitude is infectious!
Instead of looking for why we can’t do something; look for what we can do.

NASCOE is the only roadblock for management in what they want to do – REMEMBER this is cheap insurance.
Once again, why get involved?
 Showcase your abilities
 Enhance your public speaking skills
 Develop personal abilities
 It’s rewarding
 Give back and pay forward
OWN your association – GET INVOLVED!
Written and submitted by Annette M. Hyman
NYASCOE Vice President and Legislative Chairperson
NASCOE Northeast Area Alternate Executive and Legislative Chairperson

Testimonial from Patricia Matte…
I had the wonderful opportunity to attend the NASCOE Leadership Training October 24-26 in Dallas, TX. I have
worked for FSA for 18 years and been a member of my State Association, but had not gotten involved as an
active member. I thought the Leadership event would be a good way to see what NASCOE was all about.
The agenda was packed and due to flight issues, I missed the meet and greet opportunities on Thursday night.
Friday morning kicked off with the whole NASCOE Executive Board being introduced and giving a brief
description of how they got involved with NASCOE and where they are now. The focus was to show the
pathway to go from where you are to where you want to be in NASCOE. The history of NASCOE and
importance of COC was discussed as well as emphasis on
building state associations, outreach/membership recruitment
for NASCOE and a PAC pitch. It was stressed that work on
behalf of NASOCE is being done on your own time with your
personal email. The Executive Board acknowledged that they
put in a lot of time, but find it very rewarding. Notes will be sent
out from NASCOE which will include descriptions of NASCOE
positions at all levels from State up to National. A lot of people
are looking to be more involved that attended and this gave
them a better indication at what level and how to get started.
I had never attended a NASOCE event and was the only
person from my state to attend this event. It was a bit
overwhelming, but it was great to meet new people and
experience NASOCE at this level.
This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Awards and Scholarships
Sheryl Michener, Chair
Hello NE Area members,
Here we are with the holidays upon us. This is a wonderful time of year that most spend with
family. This is a great opportunity to remind our families that NACSOE has a wonderful
scholarship program available to our family members. NASCOE also has a wonderful awards
program available to FSA employees who are NASCOE members.
Several Distinguished Service Awards are offered; Service to NASCOE; Service to FSAAgriculture; and Service to Community. There are also awards for members in good standing
that have accumulated unused sick leave. Certificates will be awarded at the following levels;
1000 hours, 1500 hours, 2000 hours. Plaques are offered at 2500 hours, 3000 hours, 3500
hours and above for your unused sick leave.
In addition, the Herb Sorley First Timers Award is offered to any NASCOE member that is
attending their first NASCOE Convention.
Scholarships are funded by the following: Area Rally scholarship auction proceeds will be split
with 75% going to the host state or states and 25% going to the NASCOE scholarship fund. If
the host state does not currently have a scholarship fund, the host state will have the option to
begin scholarship program with the rally proceeds or the whole amount will be donated to
NASCOE. The National Convention scholarship auction proceeds will be split with 75% going to
the NASCOE scholarship fund and 25% going to the host state’s scholarship fund. If the host
state does not currently have a scholarship fund, the host state will have the option to begin a
scholarship program with the convention proceeds or the whole amount will be donated to
NASCOE. Keep in mind auction items are needed for the area rallies and national convention.
Keep your eyes out throughout the year to gather items that would bring funding to the
scholarships.
Traditional Scholarship: offered to a graduating high school senior or first-year college freshman
enrolled as a full-time student with a minimum of 12 hours at an accredited college, university
or trade school.
Open Continuing Education Scholarship: offered to a 2nd year, 3rd year, 4th year, or graduate
student continuing their education at an accredited college, university or trade school while
carrying 6 or more credit hours per semester.
Members Continuing Education Scholarship Program: applicants must be a NASCOE member
continuing their education at an accredited college, university or trade school.
Continuing Education for Adult Children of Member: continuing their education as required or
encouraged through their employer for 5 or less credit hours a semester.
Grandchildren Scholarships: is for a student continuing their education enrolled at an accredited
college, university or trade school while carrying 12 or more credit hours per semester.
Applicants must be a member’s grandchild.

Associate Member Scholarship: is for an associate member, an associate member’s spouse, an
associate member’s child, grandchild or legal dependent enrolled as a student with a minimum
of 6 hours of enrollment at an accredited college, university or trade school.
DEADLINE is January 15, 2020, this will creep up on us quickly, keep the conversation alive with
your co-workers and families.

Benefits and Emblems
Jamie Newland, Chair
Introducing the NEA’s Benefits and Emblems Committee Chair…
Hello, NASCOE Family. My name is James Newland and I am the NEA Benefits and Emblems Chair. I am
currently in my twelfth year of employment with the Farm Service Agency. Eight as a Program Technician and
going on four as a County Executive Director. I am the grandson of a Missouri beef cow and hog farmer with
base acres. I’ve worked on a raw goat dairy and on an organic vegetable farm for full seasons. This past
summer I attended my first NASCOE Convention in Manhattan, Kansas (or the Little Apple, as they like to call
it). What I witnessed at the convention reinvigorated my energy and commitment to stand up for ourselves, as
FSA employees, and our farmers, because what’s right for us is right for them.
As Benefits and Emblems Chair, I hope to be a conduit of information to the NEA membership. If you have
any questions don’t hesitate to contact me. So far this year the committee has been hard at work. NASCOE
Benefits for its members includes services from Dillard Financial Solutions. Members are eligible to receive a
free one-on-one retirement and benefits analysis to assist with long-term financial planning. Working
Advantage Discount Program provides discounts on a variety of things including hotels, amusement parks,
movie tickets, rental cars and much more. A new offering for NASCOE members interested in a healthy
lifestyle resource is Live Streaming Fitness. If anyone has any ideas about businesses that could benefit the
NASCOE membership through discounts let us know.
NASCOE Emblems for its members can be found at the NASCOE by Superior
Store https://nascoe.org/store/. By purchasing items with the NASCOE emblems from this link, you are helping
support the NASCOE scholarship fund. Currently, NASCOE by Superior has been running monthly discounts
on certain items. Keep your eyes out for these monthly specials. We can all feel free to let our NRCS peers
know about deals offered through NASCOE by Superior.

A New Benefit for NASCOE Members!

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE NASCOE - LSF VIDEO
CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

County Office Advocacy (formerly NAFEC)
Laurie Thiboutot, Chair
Introducing the NEA’s County Office Advocacy Committee (COAC) Chair…
I started with the agency in Bristol County, Massachusetts in 2003 when I was just 16 years old. I went to an
Agricultural High School there and the agency was looking for a student to come help in the afternoons with
filing and such. Before I knew it, I was doing field work and responsible for many of our programs. I stayed
working for the agency as a temporary during the school year and a student intern in the summer and did that
right through college where I graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Bachelor’s of Science in Environmental
Biology and a minor in Chemistry from Bridgewater State University. About a month after I graduated, I had the
good fortune of a full time PT position opening up in my county which I happily stepped into and then in 2010
my husband and I made the move to Oxford County, Maine and I began working as a PT in the Oxford County
office. About a year later we went shared management and I became a Lead PT and have been fulfilling that
role ever since. I've been a NASCOE member since I began way back in 2003 but I didn't start getting too
involved until I moved to Maine. Since then I've been our state's MEASCOE Treasurer and currently serve as
our Southern Director. I'm also a practicing Catholic and a mom of three amazing little children who keep me
on my toes. My five-year-old son is a stage 4 cancer survivor and I am incredibly thankful for our leave donor
program which allowed me to care for him immensely during his 18 months of treatment.
I love what NASCOE has done and continues to do for this agency. I grew up in this agency and have been
through a lot of life's curveballs in it so this agency is another family to me. I went through the USDA Graduate
School's Aspiring Leader Program in 2008, just recently completed the Leadership Excellence for PT's
Program and I also had the pleasure of attending the NASCOE Leadership Development Program in Dallas in
October. Though I've been a NASCOE member for my entire career I never knew much about it other than the
research I'd done myself so the program in Dallas sparked my interest immediately. The program was
excellently carried out by our NASCOE leadership. I learned more than I expected too, got fired up to join PAC
and was inspired to continue to learn more and stay involved as much as possible. The reality of the
challenges everyone is facing was put into words and spread wide. We can sometimes feel like we're on an
island with our own unique problems and challenges but the reality is they are widespread and NASCOE is
tirelessly trying to solve them. The Leadership Development Program showed us how we can have a say and
influence how that happens. Additionally, even though the program was quite short, the amount of networking
that went on was unbelievable. It was a great reminder of how warm and inviting FSA folks are and had me
looking forward to attending my first ever national convention. I'm thankful for the opportunity to step into the
County Office Advocacy Northeast Area Committee Chairperson position and I'm looking forward to learning a
ton and doing my best to represent our area and advance the mission of the COAC.
~Laurie

Membership
Tina Williams, Chair
Membership has kicked off the 2019/2020 NASCOE year with a bang! Once again, we are doing a NASCOE
database update. The first round of information collected was home email address and cell phone numbers
for members and non-members if they are willing to provide the information. This is just the beginning with
the end goal being a solid database that can be used to communicate important NASCOE information quickly,
efficiently and insure it is reaching all our members. There will be more data collected in the coming months.
This updated database will also help us recognize non-members to encourage them to become members or
find out why they are not members.
As I write this article, we are facing lower membership numbers. This has come about due to the lack of
employees to be members due to retirements, reduced ceilings and employees pursuing other career paths
and percentage of current employees that choose to be members. In the Northeast Area, we face the lowest
membership percentage of all the NASCOE areas at 68% and have 5 states below 75% membership. While we
are the lowest percentage, the other areas are facing significant declines as well and all have states flirting
with falling below 50% and losing affiliation with NASCOE. Without members, NASCOE cannot operate at an
optimum level and represent our membership. In response to dwindling membership numbers, President
Brandon Wilson and the Executive Board have approved budget dollars to resurrect the Membership
Workgroup.
What is the Membership Workgroup? I have served as the NEA Membership Chair for about 4 years now and
this was something I learned about last year when looking at the NASCOE Executive Committee Policies. This
group is scheduled to meet every other year, preferably in conjunction with the Pre-negotiation meeting and
its members consist of the President, VP, National Membership Chair, All Area Membership Chairs, One Area
Executive, and Five New Members (one from each area). The timing and agenda are still being nailed down at
this time but if you know any new NASCOE Member (not necessarily a new FSA Employee) who is passionate
about NASCOE (maybe someone who attended the Leadership Training in Dallas, TX in October), has ideas
how to increase membership and is willing to travel to somewhere, sometime, likely at short notice, please
send me their name or have them get in contact with me. The agenda, although not set at this time, will likely
include ideas/process to keep the database, once completed, current with our fluid membership and
brainstorming recruiting members.
In closing, I want to thank you for all you do! You are always timely in answering my nagging emails about
dues or membership database information requests and please feel free to reach out to me at any time with
questions, comments, concerns or ideas. Please remember, membership is everyone’s responsibility and I
encourage you all to reach out to new employees and non-members.
Happy Holidays!

Thanks for being a NASCOE Member!

Programs
Kate Hemstreet, Chair
Programs stuff can be fun. And it can be frustrating. I’ll give you an example. A program suggestion came through
recently about defaulting SCIMS to “starts with” rather than “exact match.” We all agree, right? I know I fully support
this. The WDC response was along the lines of “you should be searching using the common customer name.” GROAN.
Casimer Trybuskiewicz, Dueppengiesser Dairy Co., LLC, Farm vs Farms, etc. Those are just a few examples of why “starts
with” is our friend. But here’s the positive, our Programs Chair, Chris Hare, put this one in the “let’s bring this up again
when we meet personally with WDC” pile. I think that’s great and I’m remaining hopefully optimistic. On the other side
of things, someone from WDC saw a suggestion on a Facebook page, reached out to NASCOE and wanted the COF
recommender to outline exactly what they wanted in a report…that’s cool! So, the moral to my story is your suggestions
are heard. And even if they aren’t really heard, we ask again. Make them!
Here is a pretty recent summary of pending submissions (National):
7/1/2018 – 04/15/2019:

6 still pending WDC

4/16/2019-6/30/2019:

7 still pending WDC

7/1/2019- today:

Total

15 pending WDC

28 total pending

In other programs news, NASCOE is looking to combine the Negotiations position with the Programs position. This
change will likely take effect next year so be on the lookout for more news on this. Many of the programs items get
further referred to negotiations. Hopefully this change will improve our efficiency.
-Kate Hemstreet

https://nascoe.org/programs/

Publicity
Carole Hill, Chair
Greetings & Happy Holidays!
It’s a new year for NASCOE and you’re reading the first NEA bulletin of this year. Over the past year, we’ve
managed to issue four Area Bulletins with the most current information we had available. We hope you found
them informative and useful, and encourage any member to submit a personal article of interest or an editorial
for inclusion. This is your newsletter, and membership is interested in what’s going on in other states.
Announce a long-deserved retirement, a story of success, a celebration, or team building activity your office or
state has done. Send these submissions either directly to me or through your state Publicity Chair or state
President.
Hopefully, those of you with a Facebook account have liked our Nascoe Northeast Area page and follow it for
the latest updates and information, like the recent Lucky 7 and Black Friday deals from Emblems by Superior,
and information about making hotel reservations for next year’s National Convention. If you would like your
state events or announcements shared on the page, just let me know. (I’m awaiting an update from the PA
association about the 2020 Area Rally details.)
Since anything posted on a Facebook page is public, a recommendation was made during our Area Breakout at
the Convention to set up an NEA Facebook Group to share information that perhaps should not be public. I
have not set up a group yet, but hope to do that soon.
You may have noticed in the Fall NASCOE Newsletter that I am listed on the Social Media/Communications
Policy Task Force. We were hoping to have a conference call in November, but with Conservation Training,
that didn’t happen. I’m awaiting further word of a call and/or meeting.
In an effort for better communication, Area and State Publicity Chairs have been asked to help disseminate
information coming from NASCOE. Whether the email is being forwarded by your state President or your state
Publicity Chair, or both, please take the time to read the information that is being sent to the membership. If
you do happen to receive duplicate emails, seeing it twice is better than not at all.
Looking ahead, we will again have a Convention Cash Club Contest this year. If you have never attended a
National NASCOE Convention, here’s your chance to win $500 towards the cost of the trip to this year’s locale
– Savannah, GA. More details will be coming, including the theme for your essay, but mark your calendar for
the April 1 submission deadline.
I look forward to working with you again this year as we communicate our association’s news and information.
Carole Hill,
2019-2020 NEA Publicity Chair
chill570@hotmail.com

ICYMI…
To: All NASCOE Members
Through: NASCOE Area Executives and Publicity Committee Chairperson
From: Brandon Wilson, NASCOE President
Purpose: Recruit volunteer assistance on two special NASCOE task forces

Background: Recently NASCOE has announced two initiatives which will utilize membership assigned to a task force for
input during the planning process. Those assignments are:
 Technology Coordinator Task Force: This task force will determine what qualifications are needed by a new
"Technology Coordinator" volunteer position which will be created by NASCOE. The task force will also
identify key technology priorities for use in NASCOE business processes.
 Teleconference Alternative Task Force: This task force will determine cost effective alternatives to the current
method of NASCOE internal communications by teleconference.

NASCOE will fill positions in these groups with a combination of existing NASCOE leadership and new
NASCOE leadership. NASCOE is encouraging all members, (especially those who attended the recent NASCOE
Leadership Conference in Dallas) to consider applying for a seat in one of these groups. NASCOE believes
there may be members in county offices who are passionate about technology and who can provide forward
thinking innovative ideas to these NASCOE initiatives.
Task force interactions will likely take place using e-mail and teleconference communication. Some minimal
travel could be required. Time commitments would be around 1-2 hours/month until the task force is
completed.
Action: NASCOE Area Executives and the Publicity Committee Chairperson should forward this message to all
NASCOE members. Interested attendees must provide the following information:
 Short narrative on technology interest, background and skills
 Preference of task force
 Contact information (e-mail and phone number)
 Other helpful information

The deadline to apply is end of day, December 13, 2019. Replies should be emailed to the following:
 Marcinda Kester: marcindakester@gmail.com
 Subject Line should be: Action Request (11/29/2019): NASCOE Volunteers Sought for Internal Task

Force (Insert your name here)
Attachments: None.
Distribution: NASCOE Membership.
NASCOE Fall Newsletter…
Part of NASCOE’s publicity strategy is to publish four newsletters over the course of the year. The Fall 2019 NASCOE
Newsletter is now available for our members. You may view the NASCOE newsletter at https://nascoelorg/publicity/.
NASCOE Area Newsletters and Bulletins can be found on the Area pages, https://nascoe.org/area-information/.
Thank you,
Teresa Holmquist
NASCOE Publicity Chair/Webmaster
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